The HELLO KITTY CUPCAKE DECORATION KIT,
containing xx muffin cups, a bottle to apply the filling and the
chocowafer mold for the finishing touch, is the best of help for
the confection of original and irresistible cupcakes.

SZ15 - KS - 12138 - AA
CHOCOCHIPS
8” x 7” x 0.2”
202 cm x 17 cm x 5 cm
MUFFIN CUP
Ø 3.1” x 1.2”
Ø 80 cm x 30 cm
DECORATING BOTTLE
Ø 2” x 6.5”
Ø 5 cm x 16.5 cm

CHOCOLATE
HAS NEVER
BEEN SO CUTE
The HELLO KITTY 24PCS FULL BODY CHOCOLATE MOLD is made
of flexible silicone, which allows the chocolate to pop out easily. All you have to do is
fill up the Hello Kitty chocolate mold with hot chocolate, let it cool down and put in
the fridge for 5 to 6 hours. Whenever you are ready for a snack, you’ll have 24 pieces
of Hello Kitty chocolate!

SZ15 - OM - 12112 - AA
6.9” x 10” x 0.7”
17.5 cm x 25.5 cm x 1.7 cm

e chocolates in 4 different Hello Kitty shapes with

HELLO KITTY CHOCOLATE MOLD.

SZ10 - OM - 11304 - AB
6.9” x 6.9” x 0.7”
17.6 cm x 17.6 cm x 1.8 cm

The HELLO KITTY N FRIENDS CHOCOLATE
MOLD is perfect to make bite-sized chocolates, but

Chocolate has never been so cute. With the HELLO KITTY
CHOCOCHIPS MOLD, enjoy making thin chocolate slices

why not try something different and use the mold to
make shapes in jelly, butter and even little soaps.

in a variety of cute Hello Kitty designs, perfect for adorning
cupcakes, desserts, or just for taking a bite!

SZ13 - OM - 11832 - AA
6.9” x 6.9” x 0.7”
17.6 cm x 17.6 cm x 1.8 cm

SZ13 - OM- 11897 - AA
8” x 7” x 0.2”
20.2 cm x 17 cm x 0.5 cm

READY FOR
BAKING?
Make and bake a cute angel cake with
this HELLO KITTY ANGEL CAKE
MOLD. Spend time with Hello Kitty
and enjoy your handmade dessert!

Make your delicious cakes and desserts come to life
with this HELLO KITTY MINI PAN. This six-inch
mold allows you to make an extra cute cake in the
shape of Hello Kitty’s full body, perfect for festive
moments with family and friends.

SZ14 - KS - 11990 - AA
6.4” x 5” x 1.9”
16.2 cm x 12.7 cm x 4.8 cm

SZ12 - CM - 11801 - AA
Ø 8” x 5”
Ø 20.2 cm x 12.8 cm

These non-stick baking mats replace traditional
parchment paper and greasy sprays when used in oven
for baking. Heat dissipates rapidly through the surface
to prevent burning of cookies and pastries.

JUNIOR
BAKING MAT
SZ12 - BM - 11707 - AA
9” x 11”
23 cm x 28 cm

Make muffins in 6 different Hello Kitty shapes with the
6-CUP MUFFIN MOLD. Simply twist the muffin mold
to effortlessly release the golden-baked muffins. A treat
for your friends and family!

This set includes 6 pieces of HELLO KITTY
CAKE MOLDS to make delicious cakes, exquisite
pudding or muffins with the lovely Hello Kitty face.

SZ10 - BM - 11293 - AB
16.5” x 11.6”
42 cm x 29.5 cm
SZ10 - KS - 11390 - AB
Ø 3.1” x 1.2”
Ø 8 cm x 3 cm

SZ10 - CM - 11305 - AB
9.4” x 6.5” x 1.1”
24 cm x 16.5 cm x 2.8 cm

REGULAR
BAKING MAT

CDU (SET OF 12)
SZ11 - KS - 11612
15.7” x 10.1” x 5.7”
40 cm x 25.7 cm x 14.5 cm

LET’S PREPARE

This SPATULA is ideal for mixing, lifting,
spreading or stirring food, it can be used in all
pots and pans without causing scratches.
The HELLO KITTY POT HOLDER N JAR
OPENER will protect your countertop from burning

SZ11 - KT - 11454
11.8” x 2” x 0.6”
30 cm x 5.2 cm x 1.5 cm
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stains. It can also be used to open bottles and canisters
or serve as a grip for hot lids and handles as you cook.

AN

SZ15 - KA - 12114 - AA
6.7” x 7.7” x 0.2”
17.1 cm x 19.5 cm x 0.4 cm

A practical POT HOLDER with a unique gridded surface, designed to effectively
dissipate heat and protect your countertop. It can also be used to open bottles and
canisters or serve as a grip for hot lids and handles as you cook.

MINI SPOONULA N SPATULA
SET is ideal for mixing, lifting, spreading

This

or stirring food, it can be used in all pots
and pans without bringing scratches.

SZ13 - KS - 11760 - AA
MINI SPOONULA
7.7” x 1”
19.5 cm x 2.5 cm
MINI SPATULA
7.6” x 1.3”
19.3 cm x 3.4 cm

SZ10 - KA - 11306 - AB
6.3” x 5.5” x 0.3”
15.9 cm x 13.9 cm x 0.8 cm
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This non-slip HELLO KITTY COASTER
SET keeps your table clean and totally cute at
the same time. Pick your own color-coded
coaster featuring a uniquely adorable Hello
Kitty design, ready to hold your mugs in style.

SZ13 - KS - 11903 - AA
3.9” x 3.4” x 0.1”
9.8 cm x 8.7 cm x 0.3 cm

HELLO KITTY ICE WAND will
magically transform water to your
favorite Hello Kitty symbol to stir
and cool your drinks.

This Hello Kitty silicone CUP LID allows you to fix a tea bag in
the middle elegantly while covering the mug, trapping the heat
and steam to keep water hot while brewing.

SZ12 - KS - 11710 - AA
Ø 4.1” x 0.9”
Ø 10.5 cm x 2.4 cm

The HELLO KITTY CUTTING BOARD is not only the perfect item for kids but is
also a great tool for culinary enthusiasts and Hello Kitty fans of any age.

SZ14 - KA - 12011
12.2” x 1.6”
30.9 cm x 40.4 cm
AA

AB

SZ14 - KS - 12012 - AA
5.7” x 10” x 0.9”
14.5 cm x 25.5 cm x 2.3 cm

Our Hello Kitty containers allow you to take frozen foods from the freezer
directly to the microwave. This cute HELLO KITTY CONTAINER can be
used for both heating and storage. Now you can prepare and enjoy your meal
with your favorite charater!

SAMLL - 800ML
SZ14 - KS - 11928 - AA
4.2” x 6.8” x 2.5”
10.7 cm x 17.2 cm x 6.4 cm
LARGE - 1200ML
SZ14 - KS - 11929 - AA
5.3” x 8.5” x 3.2”
13.5 cm x 21.5 cm x 8.2 cm
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The ROLLING PIN is also an interesting tool
to stamp Hello Kitty’s cute face on your cookies.

Treat your friends to a Hello Kitty tea break at home with cookies
bearing her cute design. Included in this COOKIE SET are a
cookie cutter, 2 cookie stamps, a raised rolling pin, a cookie lifter
and a glass cookie jar.
SZ13 - KS - 11294 - AA
Ø 1.6” x 15.2”
Ø 4 cm x 38.7 cm

SZ13 - KS - 11866 - AA
COOKIE JAR
Ø 4.9” x 9.9”
Ø 12.5 cm x 25.2 cm

RAISED ROLLING PIN
Ø 2.2” x 8.6”
Ø 5.6 cm x 22 cm

COOKIE STAMP
2.3” x 2.2” x 1.4”
5.8 cm x 5.5 cm x 3.5 cm

COOKIE LIFTER
7.5” x 1.8” x 3.2”
19.1 cm x 4.6 cm x 8.1 cm

COOKIE CUTTER
3” x 2.9” x 0.6”
7.8 cm x 7.5 cm x 1.6 cm

HELLO KITTY
COOKIE LIFTER

CDU (SET OF 12)
SZ11 - KS - 11609
15.7” x 10.1” x 5.7”
40 cm x 25.7 cm x 14.5 cm

SZ14 - KS - 12007 - AA
Ø 2.6” x 2.7”
Ø 6.6 cm x 6.8 cm

SZ13 - KS - 11865 - AA
7.5” x 1.8” x 3.2”
19.1 cm x 4.6 cm x 8.1 cm

The HELLO KITTY RAISED ROLLING
PIN is designed with a pair of silicone rings,

HELLO KITTY
COOKIE CUTTER
& STAMP
SZ13 - KS - 11837 - AA
COOKIE CUTTER
3” x 2.9” x 0.6”
7.8 cm x 7.5 cm x 1.6 cm
COOKIE STAMP
2.3” x 2.2” x 1.4”
5.8 cm x 5.5 cm x 3.5 cm

Non-Stick

Freezer Safe

Oven Safe

smartly enabling you to roll dough to an even
thickness without guessing, ideal for making
cookies and pie crusts.
Treat your friends to a Hello Kitty tea break at home with
cookies bearing her cute design. Stamp your cookie dough
with 2 double sided HELLO KITTY SILICONE STAMPS
to bring you 4 uniquely designed cookies! The wooden stamp
handle is specially crafted for your convenience so you can
stamp away easily. Make your own Hello Kitty cookies today!

Microwave Safe

Temperature Range

Dishwasher Safe

SZ13 - KS - 11864 - AA
Ø 2.2” x 8.6”
Ø 5.6 cm x 22 cm

Non-Slip

All designs and artwork are registered and copyrighted by Silicone Zone International Limited. All rights reserved. Any use of this design will be considered an infringement and Silicone Zone will prosecute.

BPA Free

Hello Kitty Leaflet

張開尺寸﹕840mmW x 210 mmH
摺成尺寸﹕280mmW x 210 mmH
材質﹕157g 光粉紙

顏色﹕4C＋4C
加工﹕雙面過啞油，風琴摺2摺

LET’S PREPARE
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This non-slip HELLO KITTY COASTER
SET keeps your table clean and totally cute at
the same time. Pick your own color-coded
coaster featuring a uniquely adorable Hello
Kitty design, ready to hold your mugs in style.

SZ13 - KS - 11903 - AA
3.9” x 3.4” x 0.1”
9.8 cm x 8.7 cm x 0.3 cm

This SPATULA is ideal for mixing, lifting,
spreading or stirring food, it can be used in all
pots and pans without causing scratches.

HELLO KITTY POT HOLDER N JAR
OPENER will protect your countertop from burning
The

SZ11 - KT - 11454
11.8” x 2” x 0.6”
30 cm x 5.2 cm x 1.5 cm
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stains. It can also be used to open bottles and canisters
or serve as a grip for hot lids and handles as you cook.

AN

SZ15 - KA - 12114 - AA
6.7” x 7.7” x 0.2”
17.1 cm x 19.5 cm x 0.4 cm

HELLO KITTY ICE WAND will
magically transform water to your
favorite Hello Kitty symbol to stir
and cool your drinks.

This Hello Kitty silicone CUP LID allows you to fix a tea bag in
the middle elegantly while covering the mug, trapping the heat
and steam to keep water hot while brewing.

SZ12 - KS - 11710 - AA
Ø 4.1” x 0.9”
Ø 10.5 cm x 2.4 cm

SZ14 - KS - 12012 - AA
5.7” x 10” x 0.9”
14.5 cm x 25.5 cm x 2.3 cm

The HELLO KITTY CUTTING BOARD is not only the perfect item for kids but is
also a great tool for culinary enthusiasts and Hello Kitty fans of any age.
A practical POT HOLDER with a unique gridded surface, designed to effectively
dissipate heat and protect your countertop. It can also be used to open bottles and
canisters or serve as a grip for hot lids and handles as you cook.

MINI SPOONULA N SPATULA
SET is ideal for mixing, lifting, spreading

SZ14 - KA - 12011
12.2” x 1.6”
30.9 cm x 40.4 cm

This

or stirring food, it can be used in all pots
and pans without bringing scratches.

SZ10 - KA - 11306 - AB
6.3” x 5.5” x 0.3”
15.9 cm x 13.9 cm x 0.8 cm

AA

Our Hello Kitty containers allow you to take frozen foods from the freezer
directly to the microwave. This cute HELLO KITTY CONTAINER can be
used for both heating and storage. Now you can prepare and enjoy your meal
with your favorite charater!

The HELLO KITTY CUPCAKE DECORATION KIT,
containing xx muffin cups, a bottle to apply the filling and the
chocowafer mold for the finishing touch, is the best of help for
the confection of original and irresistible cupcakes.

SAMLL - 800ML
SZ14 - KS - 11928 - AA
4.2” x 6.8” x 2.5”
10.7 cm x 17.2 cm x 6.4 cm

AB

LARGE - 1200ML
SZ14 - KS - 11929 - AA
5.3” x 8.5” x 3.2”
13.5 cm x 21.5 cm x 8.2 cm

SZ15 - KS - 12138 - AA
CHOCOCHIPS
8” x 7” x 0.2”
202 cm x 17 cm x 5 cm

SZ13 - KS - 11760 - AA
MINI SPOONULA
7.7” x 1”
19.5 cm x 2.5 cm

MUFFIN CUP
Ø 3.1” x 1.2”
Ø 80 cm x 30 cm
DECORATING BOTTLE
Ø 2” x 6.5”
Ø 5 cm x 16.5 cm

MINI SPATULA
7.6” x 1.3”
19.3 cm x 3.4 cm

CHOCOLATE
HAS NEVER
BEEN SO CUTE

READY FOR
BAKING?
Make and bake a cute angel cake with
this HELLO KITTY ANGEL CAKE
MOLD. Spend time with Hello Kitty
and enjoy your handmade dessert!

The HELLO KITTY 24PCS FULL BODY CHOCOLATE MOLD is made
of flexible silicone, which allows the chocolate to pop out easily. All you have to do is
fill up the Hello Kitty chocolate mold with hot chocolate, let it cool down and put in
the fridge for 5 to 6 hours. Whenever you are ready for a snack, you’ll have 24 pieces
of Hello Kitty chocolate!

Make your delicious cakes and desserts come to life
with this HELLO KITTY MINI PAN. This six-inch
mold allows you to make an extra cute cake in the
shape of Hello Kitty’s full body, perfect for festive
moments with family and friends.

SZ14 - KS - 11990 - AA
6.4” x 5” x 1.9”
16.2 cm x 12.7 cm x 4.8 cm

SZ12 - CM - 11801 - AA
Ø 8” x 5”
Ø 20.2 cm x 12.8 cm

AND SERVE

The ROLLING PIN is also an interesting tool
to stamp Hello Kitty’s cute face on your cookies.

Treat your friends to a Hello Kitty tea break at home with cookies
bearing her cute design. Included in this COOKIE SET are a
cookie cutter, 2 cookie stamps, a raised rolling pin, a cookie lifter
and a glass cookie jar.
SZ13 - KS - 11294 - AA
Ø 1.6” x 15.2”
Ø 4 cm x 38.7 cm

SZ13 - KS - 11866 - AA
COOKIE JAR
Ø 4.9” x 9.9”
Ø 12.5 cm x 25.2 cm

RAISED ROLLING PIN
Ø 2.2” x 8.6”
Ø 5.6 cm x 22 cm

COOKIE STAMP
2.3” x 2.2” x 1.4”
5.8 cm x 5.5 cm x 3.5 cm

COOKIE LIFTER
7.5” x 1.8” x 3.2”
19.1 cm x 4.6 cm x 8.1 cm

COOKIE CUTTER
3” x 2.9” x 0.6”
7.8 cm x 7.5 cm x 1.6 cm

CDU (SET OF 12)
SZ11 - KS - 11609
15.7” x 10.1” x 5.7”
40 cm x 25.7 cm x 14.5 cm

SZ15 - OM - 12112 - AA
6.9” x 10” x 0.7”
17.5 cm x 25.5 cm x 1.7 cm

These non-stick baking mats replace traditional
parchment paper and greasy sprays when used in oven
for baking. Heat dissipates rapidly through the surface
to prevent burning of cookies and pastries.

HELLO KITTY
COOKIE LIFTER

SZ14 - KS - 12007 - AA
Ø 2.6” x 2.7”
Ø 6.6 cm x 6.8 cm

SZ13 - KS - 11865 - AA
7.5” x 1.8” x 3.2”
19.1 cm x 4.6 cm x 8.1 cm

JUNIOR
BAKING MAT
SZ12 - BM - 11707 - AA
9” x 11”
23 cm x 28 cm

Make chocolates in 4 different Hello Kitty shapes with
the HELLO KITTY CHOCOLATE MOLD.

SZ10 - OM - 11304 - AB
6.9” x 6.9” x 0.7”
17.6 cm x 17.6 cm x 1.8 cm

The HELLO KITTY N FRIENDS CHOCOLATE
MOLD is perfect to make bite-sized chocolates, but
why not try something different and use the mold to
make shapes in jelly, butter and even little soaps.

SZ13 - OM - 11832 - AA
6.9” x 6.9” x 0.7”
17.6 cm x 17.6 cm x 1.8 cm

Chocolate has never been so cute. With the HELLO KITTY
CHOCOCHIPS MOLD, enjoy making thin chocolate slices
in a variety of cute Hello Kitty designs, perfect for adorning
cupcakes, desserts, or just for taking a bite!

SZ13 - OM- 11897 - AA
8” x 7” x 0.2”
20.2 cm x 17 cm x 0.5 cm

Make muffins in 6 different Hello Kitty shapes with the
6-CUP MUFFIN MOLD. Simply twist the muffin mold
to effortlessly release the golden-baked muffins. A treat
for your friends and family!

This set includes 6 pieces of HELLO KITTY
CAKE MOLDS to make delicious cakes, exquisite
pudding or muffins with the lovely Hello Kitty face.

The HELLO KITTY RAISED ROLLING
PIN is designed with a pair of silicone rings,

HELLO KITTY
COOKIE CUTTER
& STAMP

REGULAR
BAKING MAT

SZ13 - KS - 11837 - AA
COOKIE CUTTER
3” x 2.9” x 0.6”
7.8 cm x 7.5 cm x 1.6 cm

SZ10 - BM - 11293 - AB
16.5” x 11.6”
42 cm x 29.5 cm

COOKIE STAMP
2.3” x 2.2” x 1.4”
5.8 cm x 5.5 cm x 3.5 cm

SZ10 - KS - 11390 - AB
Ø 3.1” x 1.2”
Ø 8 cm x 3 cm
SZ10 - CM - 11305 - AB
9.4” x 6.5” x 1.1”
24 cm x 16.5 cm x 2.8 cm

smartly enabling you to roll dough to an even
thickness without guessing, ideal for making
cookies and pie crusts.
Treat your friends to a Hello Kitty tea break at home with
cookies bearing her cute design. Stamp your cookie dough
with 2 double sided HELLO KITTY SILICONE STAMPS
to bring you 4 uniquely designed cookies! The wooden stamp
handle is specially crafted for your convenience so you can
stamp away easily. Make your own Hello Kitty cookies today!

SZ13 - KS - 11864 - AA
Ø 2.2” x 8.6”
Ø 5.6 cm x 22 cm

CDU (SET OF 12)
SZ11 - KS - 11612
15.7” x 10.1” x 5.7”
40 cm x 25.7 cm x 14.5 cm
Non-Stick

Freezer Safe

Oven Safe

Microwave Safe

Temperature Range

Dishwasher Safe

Non-Slip

All designs and artwork are registered and copyrighted by Silicone Zone International Limited. All rights reserved. Any use of this design will be considered an infringement and Silicone Zone will prosecute.

BPA Free

